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The Semantic Parsing Task
Transducing natural language utterances (e.g., queries) into machine-executable
formal meaning representations (e.g., logical form, source code)
Domain-Specific
Meaning Representations

General-Purpose
Programming Languages

Show me flights from Pittsburgh to
Washington

Sort my_list in descending order

lambda $0 e (and (flight $0)
(from $0 san_Francisco:ci)
(to $0 washington:ci))

sorted(my_list, reverse=True)

lambda-calculus logical form

Python code generation

Research Issues
Neural Models are Data Hungry

Data Collection is Costly
Copy the content of file 'file.txt' to file 'file2.txt'
shutil.copy('file.txt','file2.txt')

Get a list of words `words` of a file 'myfile'
words = open('myfile').read().split()

Purely supervised neural semantic
parsing models require large
amounts of training data

Check if all elements in list `mylist` are the same
len(set(mylist)) == 1

Collecting parallel training
data costs

*Examples

and

from conala-corpus.github.io [Yin et al., 2018]
1700 USD for <3K Python code generation examples

Existing Solutions
Weakly supervised Learning
Q: Which college did Obama go to?
(and (Type University)
(Education BarackObama))
A: Occidental College, Columbia Univ.

Data Augmentation
What states border texas?
is_state(x) and
border(x, texas)

What states border ohio?
is_state(x) and
border(x, ohio)

Clarke et al. (2010)
Liang et al. (2011)
Berant et al. (2013)
Berant and Liang (2014)
Yih et al. (2015)

Jia and Liang, (2016)
Wang et al. (2015)

Zero-Shot Learning
and Domain Adaptation
Fan et al. (2017)
Su and Yan, (2017)
Herzig and Berant, (2017)
Herzig and Berant, (2018)

Semi-supervised Semantic Parsing
Limited Amount of Labeled Data

Extra Unlabeled Utterances*

Sort my_list in descending order

Get a list of words `words` of a file 'myfile'

sorted(my_list, reverse=True)
Convert a list of integers into a single integer
Copy the content of file 'file.txt' to file
'file2.txt'

Format a datetime object `when` to extract
date only

shutil.copy('file.txt',
'file2.txt')

Swap values in a tuple/list in list `mylist`
BeautifulSoup search string 'Elsie' inside tag
'a'

Check if all elements in list `mylist` are
the same

Convert string to lowercase

len(set(mylist)) == 1

*Examples

from conala-corpus.github.io

[Kočiský et al., 2016]

Meaning Representations as Tree-structured Latent Variables
Structured Latent Semantic Space
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Latent Meaning Representation
(Abstract Syntax Trees)

Inference Model
Posterior inference
corresponds to semantic parsing J
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How Does Extra Unlabeled Data Help Learning?
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How Does Extra Unlabeled Data Help Learning?
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Learning signal acts as the tuning weights of gradients received by different sampled
latent meaning representations from the inference model
[Miao and Blunsom, 2016; Guu et al, 2017]

How Does Extra Unlabeled Data Help Learning?
Sort my_list in descending order
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Unsupervised learning favors sampled latent meaning representations that are:
– Succinct and natural -> high prior probability
– Faithful in encoding the semantics of the utterance -> high reconstruction score

The Inference Model: a Transition-based Parser
Inference Model

A transition-based parser that transduces natural language
utterances into general-purpose Abstract Syntax Trees

Grammar Specification
stmt

|
expr

FunctionDef(identifiler name,
arguments args, stmt* body)
Expr(expr value)
Call(expr func, expr* args,

Abstract Syntax Tree

Transition System
ApplyConstr(Expr)

Expr

ApplyConstr(Call)
Call

keyword* keywords)

| Name(identifier id)
| Str(string id)

ApplyConstr(Name)
Name

Name

sorted

my_list

Input Utterance

Sort my_list in descending order

...

...

GenToken(sorted)

Keyword

[Yin and Neubig, 2017; Rabinovich et al. 2017]

Research Questions
• RQ1 Does StructVAE outperform purely supervised semantic parsers with extra
unlabeled data?
• RQ2 Can we get some empirical statistics of the learning signal to interpret why
StructVAE works?

Datasets
Django Python Code Generation Task

ATIS Semantic Parsing Task

Call the function _generator, join the
result into a string, return the result

Show me flights from San Francisco to
Washington

return ‘’.join(_generator())

lambda $0 e
(and (flight $0)
(from $0 san_Francisco:ci)
(to $0 washington:ci))

RQ1: STRUCTVAE v.s. Baselines
Inference model as standalone supervised parser
Self Training (semi-supervised baseline)
STRUCTVAE
The gap is much more
obvious when we use
a mediocre parser J

Use all available training utterances as unlabeled data

RQ2: Empirical Statistics of Learning Signals
For each unlabeled utterance
, compute the learning signal
latent samples and other (imperfect) samples
0

Avg.=-5.12

for gold

Avg.=2.59
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StructVAE: VAEs with Tree-structured Latent Variables
Inference Model
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Neural semantic parser
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Neural sequence-to-sequence model

Neural Language Model

(use linearized trees as inputs)

REINFORCE optimization of the variational lower bound
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[Miao and Blunsom, 2016]

Comparing the Transition Semantic Parser with Existing Systems
Accuracies on the Django Code Generation Task

Case Studies
Join p and cmd into a file path, substitute it for f
Parser Score
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f = os.path.join(p, cmd)

-1.00

-24.33

-2.00

9.14

p = path.join(p, cmd)

-8.12

-27.89

-20.96

-9.47

Split string pks by ‘,’ , substitute the result for primary_keys
Parser Score
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primary_keys = pks.split(’,’)

-2.38

-10.24

-11.39

2.05

primary_keys = pks.split + ’,’

-1.83

-20.41

-14.87

-2.60

